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FIRST AID
for unbroken joints
How to keep silt and sand from clogging telephone cable ducts was one problem put up to
engineers at Bell Telephone Laboratories. No
known method of joining sections of -vitrified clay
conduit effected a seepage-tight joint.
With scientific thoroughness, telephone men
made many tests under service conditions. They
devised a bandage of cheese-cloth, waterproof

paper and mortar. Easily made and applied, this
mortar bandage is tight against silt and sand. It
prevents clogging, greatly simplifies the installation of new telephone cables and the removal of
old ones.
Through solving such interesting problems,
Bell System men work steadily nearer to their goal
—telephone service of highest possible efficiency.
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Surveying
This
Issue
DADIO station WCAU's new
IN studio building is shown on
the cover. Interesting not only
because of its beautiful architecture, but also because of its scientific design, it is described
briefly in the department of Research and Progress this month.
A STRIKING scene in a mod/ ern steel mill forms the
frontispiece.
you know why your radio
°fades? It is the fault neither
of your set nor of the transmitter,
but of the Kennelly-Heaviside
layer, an atmospheric phenomenon. In this month's lead article, Mr. Stadermann discusses
this "layer" with particular reference to its effect upon shortwave communication. The author
is well-qualified to write on such
a subject, having studied it thoroughly, and having had much
experience in shortwave radio.
A REFRESHINGLY non-technical article is furnished us
this month by Mr. H. A.
Schwartz, an alumnus, who writes
of an experience he had while
touring in England. Mr. Schwartz,
incidentally, is the prominent
Rose alumnus whose biography
appears in the Alumni section.
LFGH pressure—high tempera' ture technology, a new phase
of chemical engineering, is surveyed in this issue, by Mr. Brown,
a junior "ch.e."
k AUCH talk is heard nowadays
IV about the bad condition of
railroads. We print this month
an article presenting the other
side of the story. It is furnished
by Mr. Butler, a graduate of last
June.
practical interest to all
Fwho are interested in photography is the description of the
use of a substitute for films and
plates, beginning on page 11.
J. G. B.
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The Kennelly-Heaviside Layer
anci its reiation to short-wave raciio communication
By Howard A. Stadermann, e., '34
Everyone knows that radio reception varies widely with the time of
day and the condition of the atmosphere, but comparatively few
know just why this is true. In the following article, the author explains
the facts on the basis of the Kennelly - Heaviside layer, written in a
simple and easily understandable style.
HE great extent to which
radio wave propagation is
dependent upon atmospheric phenomena has been appreciated only during the last
few years, although it has long
been suspected that there was
some relation of an ionized atmosphere to radio behavior. The
first definite connection noticed
was absorption and this observation led engineers to look upon
the atmosphere as a necessary
evil. The phenomenon of radio
transmission around the globe,
which could not be explained by
any pure diffraction theory, led
to the first suggestions that the
atmosphere might have something to do with the transmission
as well as the absorption of
waves. As investigations progressed, it became more and more
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evident that all radio transmission to considerable distance is
dependent upon atmospheric phenomena to a hitherto unsuspected
degree.

Definition of Short Waves
Radio waves of length less
than one hundred meters are
called short waves, although this
term is generally applied to wave.3
of fifty meters or less, and waves
of less than five meters are called
ultra-short waves. The laws of
propagation for short waves on
high frequencies are most unusual and for many years it was
assumed that such waves were
valueless for purposes of reliable
communication, but as the art of
radio progressed, a more comprehensive understanding of the
handling of these waves enabled

man to use them to distinct
advantage. Occasionally short
wave stations of low power were
beard over great distances, but
such occurrences were classified
as "freak transmissions".
As a result of many experiments, it has been found that
these short waves follow certain
laws with reasonable consistency,
but these laws are of a most peculiar nature. As the receiving set
is moved away from the short
wave transmitting station, the
received signal strength falls off
very rapidly and in a comparatively few miles dies out, although the station may be sending out kilowatts of power. There
is then a zone of silence extending
for a distance of hundreds of
miles. When the receiver has
been moved perhaps one thousand
miles away from the transmitter,
the signal is again picked up and
for perhaps five thousand miles is
heard with good signal intensity.
In other words there are two distinct types of radio waves,
ground waves and reflected

Pa g e 5

waves. The ground wave travels
horizontally with the curved surface of the earth while the sky
or reflected wave radiates from
the transmitter at a definite angle
to the surface of the earth for
each particular frequency or
wave length and is reflected one
or more times due to the presence
of an ionized layer that exists
from fifty to several hundred
miles above the earth's surface.
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Fig 1 Short wavQs are reflected by a layer of
ionized atmosphere, located from 50 to
100 miles above the earth's surface.

Radio waves are reflected from
a conducting surface just as
light waves are reflected from a
polished metallic surface. A
transmitting station at position
A (See Fig. 1) sends waves along
the earth's surface, and these are
called the ground waves (A-B).
Waves are also sent upward and,
striking the ionized layer of air,
are reflected downward from the
sky, as shown at B, C, and D,
which accounts for the extraordinary transmission distances of
some short wave stations. The
existence of this layer of conducting air and its behavior were
hypothesized independently by A.
E. Kennelly and Oliver Heaviside, and so it has come to be
known as the Kennelly-Heaviside
layer.
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Fig. 2. There are various possible
paths of radiation.

The vertical and near vertical
rays penetrate the ionized layer
and wander into space. When the
"limiting angle" is reached, the
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Fig. 3. Approximate average transmission performance of different
wave lengths at different distances.

transmitter. "Dead spots" or positions of zero signal intensity are
noticed in the vicinity of the background of steel buildings, mountains, etc., because the receiver
does not obtain reflected waves
from the sky in order to compensate for the absorption of the
horizontal waves. It would then
appear that there was some ideal
or perfect frequency somewhere
between the ultra short waves
and the very long waves that
would combine a suitable skip
distance effect and a good commercial ground wave. Unfortunately this is not to be obtained
Frequency Determines Angle and like many other engineering
problems, a compromise must be
of Departure
made. Before discussing the pecuAs has been stated before, larities of different wave lengths,
the angle of departure from it might be well to consider their
the transmitter is related directly behavior for different seasons of
to the wave length or frequenc-y. the year with regard to their
The shorter the wave length or maximum and minimum sky and
higher the frequency, the closer ground wave.
the angle approaches zero degrees
This chart was made with the
and the longer the wave length or assumption that the received siglower the frequency, the nearer nal has a commercial fieldthe angle approaches ninety de- strength of 10 microvolts per
grees with respect to the surface meter at the receiving point. The
of the earth. Since all vertical transmitter is assumed to have
or near vertical rays penetrate 5000 watts in the antenna. The
the ionized layer, it can be seen chart is possibly confusing but
that the reflected waves are very may be explained as follows: to
few. As we approach a zero the left of the line marked "limit
degree angle radiation for high of ground wave" it should be
frequency signals, all the signal possible to receive the signal at
strength is absorbed by near-by all times; after that, one must
objects, mountains, etc., near the
(Continued on Page 21)
ray gets bent just enough to be
kept from wandering away, but it
continues to graze the layer and
is after all worthless. Below this
angle we have progressive reflections or refractions and the rays
return to the earth. As the angle
of departure from the transmitter
becomes flatter and flatter, the
wave passes so far away as to
miss the earth (tangent to limiting ray), possibly going out into
the ionized layer and perhaps
even being reflected down a second time if enough energy remains.
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Pilgrimage to Glastonbury
By Harry A. Schwartz, '01

0 THE American tourist,
provincial England is a land
of medieval churches and
ancient inns superimposed
upon a substratum of Roman civilization dating back into the first
century of the Christian era.
Characteristic of all of these
was our visit to Glastonbury. We
had spent the preceding night at
Broadway in an inn which was old
when Cromwell and Charles II
had visited it. Incidentally, this
little Worcestershire village, called the most unspoiled in England,
has as an honored resident, Mary
Anderson di Navarro, the most
famous American actress of her
time, say forty years ago.
We had then driven through
Bath to see the Roman ruins of
Aqua Solis and down through the
Cheddar gorge to Wells and so to
the sleepy Somersetshire village
which is quite certainly the cradle
of Christianity in England.

T

An Inn 480 Years Old
Our chauffeur stopped before a
beautiful stone building from the
front of which a sign hung over
the sidewalk,"The Old George and
Pilgrim Inn". No one makes any
special effort to instruct you in its
history but to us this was one of
the most romantic buildings in
England. There has been an inn
on this site and as it were "under
the same management" since
about 1350 ; there is but one site
in England on which an inn has
stood longer, since 1316, in Exter.
The present building was erected
by the then Abbot of Glastonbury
between 1450 and 1455 when Glastonbury was one of the famous
holy places of the world and when
its Abbey was the greatest church
in the world save only St. Peter's
in Rome.
The inn and the court of secular
justice of the Abbot, and the AbJanuary, 1 9.3 3

A steady diet of a single food
is dangerous to health; over-indulgence in a certain kind of physical
exertion will cause abnormal development; in the same way, an unvaried fare of technical reading will
seriously impair all-around mental
growth. Hence this distinctly nontechnical article. Mr.Schwartz's biography may be found on page 1 5.
bot's kitchen, are the only ancient
buildings in the village which now
survive, the church being in ruins
as the result of the efforts of
Henry VIII in his quarrel with
the Papacy.

English Inns are Cold
We were shepherded to our
room by the manageress (all inns
are run by women) preceded by
a maid carrying our suit cases up
a cork-screw, spiral stone staircase. I never did get used to
women carrying our baggage and
I don't know what they would have
done with a trunk on those stairs.
Our room was over the inn parlor. A bay window looked over
the street. The leaded glass showed the arms of the bishop. The
floor was of oak, black with age
and uneven, and the boards were
rather wide. The furniture was
of all ages from fifty years to three
hundred ; the bed with canopy and
curtains was so high that getting
in suggested the need of a Pullman ladder. The bath was two
floors up ; I imagine the inn may
have had twenty rooms at least.
All English inns are cold but this
building with its three foot stone
walls was even worse than the
average. However, a cheery grate
fire, half a crown extra on the bill,
remedies that. Undoubtedly this
room, the choice location in the
inn,housed the nobleman or eccles-

iastic of highest rank who came
to visit great Glastonbury Abbey.
As I sat before the fire after the
usual inn dinner of soup, roast
beef or roast mutton (it was mutton this time )boiled potato, boiled
cabbage, a sweet (pudding) and
the usual excellent China tea ; I repeopled the inn in imagination
with the hordes of pilgrims, soldiers, merchants and noblemen who
have passed through its doors.
Mrs. Schwartz may have had
thoughts of rats and mice but
these old buildings are as verminproof as concrete. The ceiling of
the room below showed the original, somewhat warped oak beams
upon which the floor boards were
laid direct.
Illumination was by Welsbach
burners. Owing to the difficulty
of putting gas pipes into the solid
stone walls, the modern gas fitter
had used lead pipe ingeniously
fitting it as inconspiciously as possible into corners and behind some
of the original carved moldings.
In the immense fireplace of this
room, originally used for wood, a
cast iron fireback and grate had
been set. These old firebacks dating mostly from Elizabethan and
Stuart days, found in many old
buildings, are most interesting
examples of the molders art, being usually decorated with the coat
of arms of the owner and dated.
Also they are quite efficient, for
the cast iron plate gets very hot
and is a good radiator.

Part of Old Abbey
Still Stands
Just after dinner and again in
the early morning we walked
among the ruins of the Abbey
which are only a half block from
the inn. The side walls of the nave
and the great columns and part of
the arch which supported the
(Continued on Page 23)
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High Pressure - High
By James G. Brown, ch. e., '34
ITHIN the last few
years, the field of chemical engineering has
been tremendously expanded through the development
of an entirely new kind of engineering technique. This involves
the use of high temperatures,
and, more particularly, of high
pressures, usually aided by catalysts, to perform the synthesis of
compounds difficult to prepare by
the orthodox methods of chemistry, and to facilitate various other
types of physical and chemical
transformations.

W

Recent Development Rapid

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen,
it makes the United States independent of all foreign nitrate
supplies. Proof of the commercial
profitability of the high-pressure
synthesis is evidenced by the fact
that in less than ten years the
price of anhydrous ammonia in
cylinders was cut from 30 cents
per pound to 15 cents per pound.
But in spite of the cheapness of
the process, the product is so pure
that it has completely captured
the refrigeration industry. Practically all of the ammonia not so
used is oxidized to nitric acid,
which, of course, can be transformed into fertilizers, explosives,
and other nitrogenous compounds.
It is claimed that fully half of the
nitrogen fixed in the United
States in 1930 was prepared
through ammonia synthesis.
Another field in which highpressure technique finds wide application is the hydrogenation of
crude oils. Hydrogenation not
only makes possible the 100 per
cent conversion of the crudest
petroleum to gasoline of high
anti-knock characteristics, as
against the 70 per cent conversion
to ordinary "straight" gasoline
by the best cracking processes,
but it causes the removal of many
undesirable impurities (particularly sulphur, which is very objectionable, as WS).

The growth of the new technology has been of the sort usually termed "phenomenal." In 1930,
after less than a decade of existence in the United States, highpressure technology was turning
out products valued at 50 million
dollars annually from an investment of 100 million dollars. A
striking illustration of the rapid
growth of the science is exhibited
by the statistics on synthetic
ammonia preparation in the
United States, which show that
the production of this important
chemical by high-pressure methods jumped from nothing in 1921
to 84 million short tons in 1930.
Truly such an amazingly rapid
development merits some consideration.
Hydrogenation and
proimportant
most
the
By far
Cracking Afford Fields
cess commercially now carried out
Although the cracking process
under high pressure is the synoil refining does not compare
of
thesis of ammonia. Providing, as
with the hydrogenation
favorably
the
it does, a suitable method for
process, it has been making rapid progress of late
years through the introduction of higher pressures and temperatures.
The first pressure still
for cracking was a Shell
still built to operate at
100 lbs. sq. in. and 700°
Page 8

F. Now most cracking processes
are carried out in tubular stills at
400-700 lbs. sq. in. and 700-900° F.
Recently, pressures and temperatures of 1000 lbs. sq. in. and 1000°
F. have proved satisfactory, and
some plants are now being built
to operate at even higher temperatures. The method of tubular
heating in radiant and convection
sections has been so satisfactory
in cracking that it has been adopted for other high-pressure, high
temperature reactions, particularly nitrogen fixation.

New Technology Facilitates
Organic Syntheses
Methanol and higher alcohols
can be synthesized from CO and
hydrogen under high pressure in
the presence of suitable catalysts.
In fact, synthetic methanol is already prepared commercially in
this manner. The multiplicity of
compounds theoretically possible
from the interaction of CO and
hydrogen makes necessary a very
careful selection of catalysts and
conditions if a single higher alcohol is desired, and hence the
commercial production of higher
alcohols has been slow. However,
the solution of the problems involved and the subsequent production of alcohols for which
there is a demand are thought to
be merely matters of time.
The synthesis of C6H2OH (carbolic acid) now is possible
through the action of caustic on
monochlorbenzene under high
pressure and temperature and is
rapidly replacing the original, less
direct process which involves sulphonation and caustic fusion. It
is thought that this new method
will be extended to include the
preparation of other hydroxycompounds.
There are many less important
applications of the new technolThe Riose Technic
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Temperature Technology
ogy to chemical engineering problems. For instance, the methanation of the CO in water-gas, in
the presence of a catalyst, has
served to enrich lean fuel gas in
several localities. The synthesis
of urea from CO and NI-13 at 100
atmospheres pressure and at 150
C has been developed on a commercial scale in Germany. Since
urea is 46 per cent nitrogen, it is
of great value as a concentrated
fertilizer, and, when farmers have
been educated to its use, it will
no doubt enjoy extensive use for
that purpose. High-pressure process steam has been increasing in
importance and is usedfor the disintegration of fibers and cellulose
to produce two widely differing
necessities—foodstuffs and insulating materials.
The liquefaction of gases by
high pressure, while not strictly
a chemical engineering project, is
of considerable interest. In Germany, hydrogen is recovered from
coke-oven gas. Although this is
not commercially profitable in this
country, American engineers have
succeeded in developing successfully a process fully as difficult—
the extraction of helium from
natural gas. So efficiently has this
been done that gas containing one
per cent of helium is treated at a
profit. As a result, America has
been placed in a very advantageous position for lighter-than-aircraft development. By compressing properly natural' gas, with
very careful control of pressure
and temperature, it has been
possible to obtain pure ethane,
propane, butane, and other hydrocarbons.

New Fuel Made Available
An entirely new fuel industry
has arisen since it has been found
possible to liquefy the exceedingly
volatile "casing head" gasoline
found in natural gas. The methods
January, 1933

New methods are constantly being evolved in the engineering world.
Usually, new processes are significant solely because they reduce costs; occasionally, they throw a new light on theoretical questions;and in rare cases
they open up entirely new fields of thought and endeavor. In the latter class,
the latest development is high pressure - high temperature technology.
employed are similar to those
used in air liquefaction. The product, the quantity of which is close
to 10 million gallons per year, is
used for blending purposes, its
high volatility making it a qui ricstarting motor fuel.
Naturally, the rapid progress of
high-pressure, high-temperature
technology has been made possible only through much painstaking research. Large industries
have given this matter a great
deal of attention, but the results
of their investigations have, in
the main, been kept secret for
obvious reasons. Because of the
great expense of high-pressure.
high-temperature equipment,nonindustrial research along these
lines has been restricted to a few
large universities and one or two
government experimental stations.

things, a gas compressor capable
4,500 pounds, and a gas storage
of working at pressures up te
system designed for a pressure
of 1000 atmospheres.
Aided by grants and assistantships from industrial concerns,
the University of Illinois has carried on two kinds of research.
One has been the study of organic
reactions under pressure , the
other has been the collection of
data on conductivity, specific heat,
solubility, and other physical
properties of gases under pressure. Nitrogen and carbonic acid
solutions have been studied extensively. The equipment of the
high-pressure laboratory is quite
complete. One unusual feature is
a recirculating unit for conducting "life tests" on catalysts.

At the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, high-pressure and
high-temperature research has
been carried on since 1925. The
Research Carried on at
laboratory is well-equipped, most
Large Universities
of the apparatus used in it being
machine shop
At the University of Wisconsin, constructed in a
conjunction with the
operated
in
the chief problem undertaken has
large portion
been the selective reduction of laboratory itself. A
carried out has
research
the
of
organic compounds containing
contract from indusmore than one reducible group. been under
concerns
and hence of a
trial
Those engaged in this research
independent innature,
but
secret
have experimented for the most
been made and
vestigations
have
part with nickel catalysts to ob tain the desired products. The
(Continued on Page 22)
condensation of ethanol
and acetaldehyde has also
been carried out under
pressure by means of
oxide catalysts.
Methanol synthesis has
been investigated in the
laboratories at Yale University since high-pressure research was the first
undertaken there in 1926.
The equipment installed at
Yale includes,among other
Page 9

What Railroads are Doing To
Meet Modern Competition
By Frank P. Butler, '32
EVERAL months ago an expert signal man was lecturing before the engineering
staff of an Eastern railroad.
His subject concerned signaling.
Several times during the course
of the lecture he brought out the
interesting fact that a complete
change had been made in the art
of signaling in the last ten years
and that it was difficult even for a
man devoting his entire time to
signal work to keep abrest of developments and improvements in
the art.
This is but one example of what
is taking place in all present day
industry, including the entire field
of transportation.
Most of us think of steam transportation as being very old and as
having reached its peak. However, when compared with the age
of the earth or even with the history of mankind it is very new,
having been developed in the last
one hundred years. The present
prompt and efficient service has
been the result of a gradual
growth over the period of a century. One can easily see by comparing photographs or from per-

S

sonal recollection the crudeness
of a train of the year 1900. The
present day train will no doubt
seem crude when compared with
the train which will be in existence, say, fifty years from now.
It is not likely that perfection in
this field has been attained or even
approached as many people now
think. Some men may even become famous for improvements
they perfect which may revolutionize steam transportation.

Chief Problem is
Improvement of Service

The chief problems confronting
the railroad man at the present
time is to improve service and to
reduce cost. As recently as last
summer an air conditioned train
was put in service between New
York and Washington. All doors
and windows in this train were
kept closed eliminating dust and
dirt and reducing the noise. All
the air was washed and humidity
and temperature was controlled
which added materially to the
comfort of the passengers during
the hot summer months. Improvements to the
iocomotive
have greatly
reduced t h a
fuel consumpimproved track
f as t en,in gs
have contributed to
smoother riding track and
has also retion per unit
of work done.
IImproved
drainage, better ballast conditions, use of
treated t i e s,
heavier r a i 1,
Railroad development has been tremendous during the century
tie plates, etc.,
elapsin9 between the building of these two road-beds.
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have reduced the cost of upkeep.
In connection with these rapidly improving items of service and
reduced costs it may be interesting to note an editorial in the
March 19th issue of the Railway
Age which advocates the removal
of second track. In part it says,
"Aside from changes in traffic conditions, developments in railroading during the last decade have
contributed to a marked increase
in track capacity. Among these,
as a result of better track conditions and larger locomotives, more
cars are being handled in each
train,thus reducing the number of
trains. Also, higher speeds result in a train clearing the line
quicker. With centralized traffic
control including power-operated
switches, numerous delays and
train stops are eliminated, again
contributing to an increase in the
average speed. All of these developments are serving to increase
the capacity of a single-track
line."

Second Tracks Removed
One American railroad has
made studies in determining the
advisability of removing a second
track on 24.6 miles of line, the
study being based on actual conditions. The net saving was $30,096
annually from a cash expenditure
of $52,870, a 57 per cent return.
The railroads man's efforts are
now spurred as they have not
been heretofore, by other forms of
transportation. He must meet the
competition of motor transportation, both on the highway and in
the air, electric transmission
lines, pipe lines for oil, gasoline
and gas, and river transportation.
These factors—the search for
improved service, reduced costs,
and the keen competition—are
keeping the railroad men on their
toes, making them search for new
(Continued on Page 25)
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Sensitized Paper Is
A

Substitute for Films and Plates
By Jesse W. Smith, ch. e., '35

JW often have you who are
photographically inclined
found yourself without an
available supply of films
and plates at a time when some
important work had to be done?
Did you merely resign yourself to
fate, and seek consolation in the
determination that such a state
of affairs would not be permitted
to happen again ? While, in some
instances, a delay of a few hours
or days would do no particular
harm, there are other times when
through lack of preparation one
might lose forever the opportunity to secure a good picture. Sensitized paper can very often be
used as a substitute for the missing film, and, although it must be
admitted that paper is usually
considerably inferior to film with
respect to speed and color
discrimination, a picture may
be secured that in any event
is better than no picture. The
papers with which I have experimented are Azo (for contact printing) and P. M. C.
Bromide; the cameras in which
they were used are a Brownie box,

H
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working at lens aperture F.12, door scene on a clear summer day
and an Eastman 5x7 View Cam- is 1/25 second when using the
regular Kodak Film and lens aperera, F.8.
ture F.12, then Azo paper would
Let us take up each type of require about fifteen seconds expaper in detail, pointing out its posure under the same conditions
advantages, disadvantages, and
peculiarities. The first type is the in order to bring out all the deordinary Azo contact printing tails in the shadows. This expaper. The emulsion is compara- posure period can, however, be
tively slow and insensitive, as cut down to five seconds or less
evidenced by the fact that an ex- by subjecting the paper to one
posure of approximately four sec- or more of several processes
onds at a distance of eight inches which tend partially to reduce the
from a 60 watt, frosted bulb is silver bromide to the Sub-bromide
necessary to produce a satisfac- to such an extent that a short extory print from a negative of posure will be as effective as the
average density. In contrast to long exposure without previous
this, a piece of Bromide paper, treatment.
when used in contact printing
Methods of Sensitizing
with the same negative, must be
held about three feet from the
There are several methods
light mentioned above, and the sensitive to light: among
exposure must be made as rapid- of rendering the emulsion more
ly as the light can be turned on them ar e pre-exposure to
and off, or, in other words, about light, heat treatment, and expo/
1
2 to /
1
4, second. When used in the sure to the fumes of strong
camera as a film substitute, Azo NH4OH. Of these three
methods,
requires an exposure of approxi- I have found the
first to be th(!
mately 375 times that needed by simplest and most
easily conregular Kodak Film. That is, if trolled. As its
name implies, the
the proper exposure for an out(Continued on
Page 17)
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Technocracy
VEN a cursory reading of
current newspapers and
periodicals makes it evident
that the subject of Technocracy is sweeping the country.
A deluge of articles concerning it
is occurring. The author of this
editorial makes no claim of being
an authority, but wishes to present a few scattered facts, especially concerning the need for some
change in the present economic
system.
The fundamental principle of
our present system is that the
greater number of men at work
the more wealth tends to increase.
A brief examination of the operation of our steel mills, brick
plants, and automobile factories
shows that human labor is rapidly
being displaced completely. If
employment cannot increase, our
system says that wealth cannot
increase.
The Technocrats, a group of
engineers and economists headed
by Howard Scott say that if our
factories were working at 1929
levels, not half of our unemployed
would now be necessary, due to
increased efficiencies since then.
Yet a large proportion of factory
equipment is ready to be scrapped
for something more efficient. They
claim, and justly so, that the end
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of an era has arrived ; that the
depression is not political but
technological.
Many people are saying that
new industries must and will
arise which will pull us through.
One suggestion is the factory-made house. The Technocrats reply that a couple of hundred men
can run the largest plant and in
so doing, displace hundreds of
carpenters, brickmasons, painters, and plumbers. Is that going
to relieve anything?
The only reason our day of
reckoning has not come sooner is
that we are only now approaching
saturation conditions in our consumption scheme. Expansion and
replacement, the latter necessitated by poor workmanship, have
kept us going.
The subject is on everyone's
lips, and is receiving as much
blame as praise, but if nothing
more has been accomplished than
attracting attention to our problems, facing them clearly and intelligently, it has accomplished
a great deal.

A "Cure"?
One of the most discussed, and
at present, favored, solutions for
the depression is a vast program
of government construction projects. Post offices, federal build-

ings, waterways, irrigation aids,
and dozens of other governmental
benevolences are being sprinkled
over the country.
A brief consideration shows
that this can be only a temporary
aid. Industry can be bolstered up
as long as government funds last;
when they are gone, where are
we? The current idea seems to be
that time and time alone will cure
the country. Business, if it can be
kept alive by any means for a
short time will recover by itself.
If this were true the construction
plan would be good, but there
seems to be more hope than logic
back of the thought. Time alone
never cured a sick man ; natural
processes of course go on and
time is required for recovery, but
often the process requires definite
aid from external sources. The
construction plan offers the time
but not the aid.
While industry is sick and
along with it the whole country,
where are the government funds
to be derived ? The "Soak the
Rich" theory seems good. Men
rolling in luxury should contribute through income and inheritance taxes to the public welfare.
Let us look more closely. The
rich do not have gold stored in
their safes or mattresses. Their
wealth is a part interest in several
T h e Rose Technic

industries. Their income is either
invested in other companies and
eventually returned to the public
through wages, or else it is spent
for personal wants and needs,
thus furnishing trade for other
industries. One episode concerning Samuel Instill is said to illustrate the injustice of one man being so rich. His private elevator
in one of his office buildings was
out of order. It was the middle of
the night, but he would not ride
down on any other elevator.
Workmen were called out to fix
it, while he sat in his office, and
waited until it was done. Did anyone lose by this idiosyncrasy?
The workmen were paid extra for
their labor, the company selling
the repair parts made their usual
profit. Yet the poor man thinks
that it was a crime for Insull to
insist on this procedure. He feels
that in some way he has suffered.
He claims that that money should
have been taken from Insull in
taxes. He believes it fairer to let
the government spend it or contribute it to industry than for
Insull to spend it himself. The
objection is that many taxes go
into non-profitable works and
trade suffers. The money is taken
away from the complainant at
least as much as had Insull spent
it.
Even luxury taxes work a hardship on trade. But government
construction demands money, so
these and other taxes must be
levied. In the end, grave doubts
appear as to the wisdom of the
construction plan as a whole.

group as another, but it seems
more accurate to blame mankind
as a whole. Experience, supposedly the best teacher, is notably ineffective with the human race,
Experience with
collectively.
wars and depressions should have
eliminated such tragedies for the
future, but it has never worked
out that way. If the best teacher
Whom Should We Blame? has little effect, how can formal
teaching in sociology be censured
As stated elsewhere on this for meager help.
page, engineers are being blamed
The tendency to put the blame
for our problems, but they are on some other class of people is
not alone. Psychologists, sociol- an indication of weakness in our
ogists, economists, all are being development. Why can people
blamed by one another. Dr. not accept their fair share of the
Michael Pupin, electrical engi- discredit along with the praise,
neer, now comes forth with the and join forces in an attempt tocharge that the blame should be ward recovery?
J. D. McN.
placed on "the spiritual unpreparedness of mankind to enjoy
the gifts" that science has given Too Much Specialization
them, and that this unpreparedEngineering has an unenviable
ness is due to ineffective teach- reputation in at least one respect.
ings in the humanistic sciences. It, of all the professions, is said
If someone must be blamed it to include the most narrowmay be as well to blame one minded men.
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As a general rule, an engineer
majored throughout high school
in the subjects bearing upon
science and engineering and then
took a course in a technical institution. Until recently, he was
trained in only one branch of engineering, and his non-technical
courses were few and weak. The
engineer with an A.B., or even
two years of liberal arts study, is
seldom encountered. Naturally,
the result has been that che engineer's field of vision is very
limited. Even his hobbies are apt
to be in some field of pure or
applied science not far removed
from his profession.
Recent economic disturbances
have indicated in a very striking
manner the importance of the
engineer in the social scheme—a
fact which he has hitherto overlooked. If he is to serve society
intelligently in the future, he
must expand his field of vision to
include man and his many nontechnical activities.
J. G. B.
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ALUMNI
Edited 6y Richard K. Toner, ch. e., '34
ANTA CLAUS presented us
with a wealth of alumni
news for this month, and as
a result, it has been considered advisable not to run the
changes of address as contemplated, since the new Rose catalogs will soon make their appearance and contain the changes of
address recorded up to date. The
Technic will continue to report
additional changes as they are reported each month.

S

Rose Tech CIu_s
A meeting of the Rose alumni
of Washington and Baltimore
was held at the Cosmos Club,
Washington, D. C., on Friday
evening, December 9. A Rose
Tech Club of Washington and
Baltimore was formally organized, and Mr. O. P. Hood,'85 was
elected President and Mr. Edwin
S. Booth, '27, Secretary.
The annual dinner of the Rose
Tech Club of New York was held
at the Advertising Club on Thursday evening, December 8. Mr.
Edward J. Hegarty, '15, was reelected President and Secretary.
After a talk on Rose affairs by
Dr. Prentice the meeting was
thrown open to informal discussion. Among those present were
one member of the first class to
graduate from Rose and three
members of the latest class. Mr.
O. P. Hood, '85, closed the meeting with some very interesting
reminiscences of the early days
at Rose.
The Schenectady Rose Tech
Club held a diner meeting on
December 5. Dr. Prentice was in
attendance.
Editor's Note:—The positions referred to in the following notes are new
for the men who hold them, and are
not merely repetitions of positions
which they have heretofore held.
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Here and There with
the Grads
W. J. Fogarty is vicepresident of the Stanley Manufacturing
Company of Dayton, Ohio.
O. E. McMeans has
moved to Detroit where
he continues his consulting practice.
Frank A. Whitten is
a member of the firm
of Campbell, McCarty
and Co., Inc. Investment Counsels and Bond Salesmen, Detroit.
George M. Maier with
American Radiator Co.
has been transferred
to Detroit where he is Chief Engineer of the Manufacturing Division.
C. A. Mees who was in San
Francisco has returned to Charlotte, N. C.
Charles Trowbridge,
who is with the Mead,
Morrison Co., Ltd., has
been transferred to Toronto.
Edgar J. Schauwecker
is County Engineer for
Clay County, Indiana
with office at Brazil.
A. W. Worthington is now vicepresident and general manager of
Pittsburgh and Associated Limestone Companies of the U. S. Steel
Corporation.

192

996

'98

Walter W. Willison is
vice-president of the
Macolite Corp. and also
vice-president of the Ferguson
Printing Ink Corp., New York
City.
Roy H. Jackson is a mining engineer at Somerville, Ind.
Guy V. Woody is Sales
Manager for the Eastern District, National
Transit Pump and Machinery
Co., New York City.
W. H. Rockwood is General
Manager for John S. Cox and
son.
George Christopher is
Factory
Manager,
Buick Motor Co., Flint,
Mich.
L. Ross Wyeth is District Manager for the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co. at Houston, Texas.
J. H. Service is Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Physics at
Michigan College of Mines,
Houghton, Mich.
C. C. Baines is District
Manager for the DeForest Radio Co. at
Louisville, Ky.
H. O. Kelly of the Wabash Railway has been transferred to
Forrest, Ill.
W. R. Cox recently spent his
honeymoon in Terre Haute as the
guest of his mother. He was
married in November to Miss
Doris De La Franier. Mr. Cox
also graduated from Cornell,
where he took advanced work. He
has been located in Flushing for
some time, as vice-president of
the Flushing Motor Service, Inc.
W. F. Turner who is
with the Wisconsin
Power and Light Co.
has been transferred to Madison,
Wis.

'08

,09

900

'11

'o5

'12

06

'13

James S. Jackson has been
transferred to North Chicago.
He is with the American Steel
and Wire Co.
Kranichfeld
Delbert
has changed his name
to Delbert Kay. He is
located in Milwaukee, Wis.
Russell S. Sage is with the Industrial Department of the General Electric Company in Schnectady, N. Y.

'07

'15
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Herman Mayrose received the
degree M.S.E. from Michigan
University last June.
W. E. Carter has gone to
Russia as General Master Mechanic in the Foreign Department U. S. S. R. at Maguitostroy,
Maguitogorsk.
Edward D. Brauns, with the
Duriron Co., is now District Manager at Boston, Mass.
917 T. M. Evans has been
transferred to Pittsfield, Mass. He is with
General Electric.
Donald B. Weaver is now Project Engineer with the General
Aviation Manufacturing Corp.,
Baltimore, Md.
R. P. Long, with the
Wabash Railway, has
been transferred t o
Montpelier, Ohio.

'18

E. B. Cornell has a position in
the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
Navy Department, Washington,
D. C.
A. A. Geiger has been
transferred to Sioux
Falls, S. D. He is with
the York Ice Machinery Corp.
A. G. Rosenbaum, with
Louisville Gas a n d
Electric Co., is Chief
Engineer at the Canal Station of
that company.
Harry Fitzsimmons
has been transferred
to Cleveland, O.
E. O. Hunt is now a partner
in the firm of Dutton and Kendall,
Denver, Col.
L. C. McPeak is with the State
Highway Commission at Greenfield, Ind.
B. W. Tyler, who is
with the Pennsylvania
Railroad, has been
transferred to Lancaster, Pa.,
where he is Track Supervisor.
Howard Hocker is a
4 designer of steel and
concrete structures in
the office of U. S. Engineer,
Chicago.
W. F. Lisman is with the Leland Electric Co. of Dayton, O.
Richard Graul is with the
Crane Packing Co. of Chicago at
Rochester, N. Y.

'19
'21

'22

'23
2
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We acid to
our Roll of Honor

Harry Adolph
Schwartz
Harry Adolph Schwartz was
born in Oldham County, Kentucky April 13, 1880, the son of
Adolph and Olga (Koehler)
Schwartz. He was educated in
the public schools of Louisville
and graduated from the old Louisville Male High School in 1897.
Following his graduation, he
entered Rose Polytechnic Institute, and graduated from the
electrical engineering course in
1901. Having a fluent knowledge
of German, he substituted special
work in chemistry, physics and
hydraulics for most of the required work in languages. He
thus completed practically all the
work required in the course in
Chemical Engineering. While at
Rose he helped found the present
Camera Club and was for one
year its secretary and two years
its president. He was also president of the Scientific Society and
class secretary in his senior year.
He was also president of the Student Council and Illustrator of
the 1901 Modulus. According to
him "he had a strong theoretical
interest in athletics but was a perfect dub in execution."
After his graduation from Rose
he served in the power station of
the Louisville Railway Co. during
the summer of 1901. He was then
an instructor in drawing at Rose
for two years, after which he was
employed as draftsman at the
Indianapolis plant of The National Malleable Casting Co. He is
still on the payroll of its successor, The National Malleable
and Steel Castings Co.
Three advanced degrees have
come to Mr. Schwartz who received his M.S. from Rose in '03,
his M.E. in '05, and his Ch.E. in
'31.
At Indianapolis he built the
company's first laboratory for the
control of a malleable plant. He
later became assistant superintendent in charge mainly of tech-

nical activities. He devised the
first mathematically sound method for computing molding costs.
During the war he was Acting
Superintendent at Indianapolis
and metallurigical engineer in
charge of all malleable activities.
Mr. Schwartz also served on the
Indiana fuel conservation committee.
In 1920 he removed to Cleveland as manager of research
(present position). His recent
activities have been more largely
in cast steels than in malleable,
working mainly in the physical
metallurgy of malleable and in
electro-magnetic properties of
metals. He has also put some
work on wear resistance, machineability of metals, and on
centrifugal casting. He is a member of the editorial advisory
board of Metals and Alloys and
consultant on malleable for The
Foundry. He was special lecturer
at Case School of Applied Science
on cast iron, and is this year lecturing in the new graduate school
at Case on theoretical metallurgy.
In the summer of 1929 he spent
some time in England at the International Foundry convention
and inspected various metallurgical plants and laboratories
there.
Mr. Schwartz has been chairman of the Indianapolis Rose
Tech Club and for five years
chairman of the Cleveland Rose
Tech club. Professionally, he is a
member of the A.S.M.E., A.I.M.
M.E., (one year vice chairman of
the Northern Ohio section), A.S.
S.T. (two years chairman Cleve(Continued on Page 26)
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Research and
Progress
Edited by

Robert

H. Swoboda, ch. e., '33

New Radio Studio Building
HE first large building designed and erected for the
housing of a modern radio
station was dedicated in
Philadelphia recently. It combines the latest developments in
acoustic and radio engineering.
The studios are the first in
America to embody the "live and
dead ends" principle. From onehalf to two-thirds of each room,
depending on the size of the
studio, is lined with a sound-absorbing material to form the
"dead end", where the microphones are placed to receive the
program which wil be in progress
at the opposite or "live end" of
the room. The walls of the live
end are finished with a hard material that deflects the sound
waves to the "dead end".
The studio walls are made up
of zig-zag panels which break up
the sound as it strikes the sides
and deflects them at various
angles, providing a smoother distribution of sound with a marked
freedom from interference.
It is being realized that radio
transmission cannot be totally
controlled by technicians who disregard the musical tone quality of
their reproductions. This new
station is one of the first to provide a private laboratory for a
musical expert who can advise
them on the fidelity of their
broadcasting. Doctor Stokowski,
director of the great Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra, has been
given this task. He has shown unusual resourcefulness in methods
of improving musical transmis
sion over wire and radio circuits.
The building itself is striking
in appearance, blue in color. It
is surmounted by a 100 ft. tower

T
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of glass, stainless steel, and
bronze. Behind this glass will
glow banks of low-voltage mercury vapor lamps, making the
tower a brilliant landmark in the
night sky.
The soundproofing treatment,
which has been applied to the
floors as well as to the walls and
ceiling, insulates the finish work
from the rough contours of the
room, making the interior of each
studio virtually a shell within a
room. To safeguard the studios
from extraneous noise all adjoining rooms have been soundproofed.
The studios are ventilated by a
system of mechanical air conditioning, thereby eliminating the
use of outside windows and outside noises. The metal air ducts
are suspended in all studios by
hangers that are insulated with
cork ; the ducts themselves are
packed in rock wool.

Metal Spray Gun
A gun type atomizer capable of
spraying lead, tin, zinc, aluminum, bronze, and stainless steel
is now being placed on the market. The unit consists of an air

turbine supplying the power thru
reduction gears to two knurled
wheels which feed metal wires
into an oxy-acetylene flame.
This flame melts the wire,
while an air blast atomizes it and
blows it against the surface to
be coated. Any desired thickness
of coating may be had.

New Turbine Oil
A large oil company has just
finished the development of a turbine oil that is guaranteed for the
life of the turbine. This company
is so sure of the properties of its
new lubricant that a written
guarantee is supplied to the effect
that no replacement will be nec essary during the entire life of
the turbine installation.
The guarantee has been made
to emphasize the economic value
of the oil in reducing expenses of
turbine operation. Extensive tests
both in the laboratory by chemists
and in the field by engineers indicated that a virtually perpetual
life could be guaranteed very
safely for oil which proved entirely free of deterioration even
in prolonged use.
This development eliminates
The Rose Technic

the more or less regular draining
off and replacing the old turbine
oil with the frequent necessity of
partially dismantling the lubricating system and cleaning out the
deposits formed there because of
the action of air and steam on
the oil at high temperatures.

Novel Uses for Old Cars
American motor cars continue
to serve humanity long after they
are relegated to the bone yards of
junk buyers. Many of the engines taken from them later find
their way to Canadian forests
where they are used to operate
small saw mius. Others are
shipped to China to be put into
power boats.
Stuffing from upholstered seats
goes to Europe to be used in pillows and mattresses by the peasants. Gypsies in Rumania find the
discarded bodies make good living quarters. Bus bodies are in
special demand because they are
larger. In Siberia, shoes made of
old tire casings are sold at fifty
to sixty cents a pair. Moroccans
make water buckets out of old
inner tubes. In France inner tubes
are made over into working men's
aprons, water wings, suspenders,
tobacco pouches, etc.
WhQ knows! Maybe your favorite "lizzy" or at least her dismantled parts are still being used
in far off Siberia.

Fast Diesel Train
A new stream-lined combination Diesel motor and electric
train has set a new speed record
of 142 minutes running time for
the 180.09 miles between Hamburg and Berlin, Germany. Over
the first half of the run the train
made 93 miles an hour. The average speed was 76.09 miles an hour
and is a new world's record for
motor trains.
The utmost efficiency is embodied in the new train. Not even
the door knobs project from the
body, so that wind resistance is
minimized. A wide strip of metal
completely encircles the train at
the bottom ,extending well below
the axles and forming a windshield for the wheels.
January, 1933

The front is rounded off like
a torpedo and the motor room,
with two 410 hp. Diesel motors
driving electric generators, is in
the middle of the train. It starts
a tentative eight weeks' schedule
this month.

Metallic Violins
Well, after all, just why did
Stradivarius make his world
famous violins out of wood ? Why
did he make them from a material
that was so full of flaws and uncertainties? He did not have any
other suitable materials to work
with. Just because he couldn't
work with metal,—is that any
reason for making all future
violins out of wood too? These
were the questions a young technician of a great aluminum company asked a group of musicians.
The musicians heartily agreed
with him on the faults to be
found in a wooden instrument,—
but could a mellow resonant tone
be got from a metallic case. They
were skeptical, but still it did not
hurt to try.
The technicians of the aluminum company decided to start
with a bass viol. It was larger,
easier to design and make, and
did not need to have the fine accuracy of a violin. The entire instrument, excepting the finger
board and bridge, was made of a
light alloy. When the instrument
was finished a group of musicians
was summoned and they readily
decided that the results were
promising.
With this encouragement a
trial violin was designed and
made. Musicians judged it good,
but not entirely rid of metallic
ring and therefore not good
enough.
After studying over the designs
of the old masters a second violin
was undertaken and completed.
A larger group of famous musicians was invited and each one
handled, played, and marveled at
the fineness of the instrument.
Each pronounced it equal to any
modern wood instrument.
The process of making an aluminum violin is an interesting one.
Aluminum is well adapted to this
purpose because of its lightness,

strength, smoothness of texture,
and good working qualities. The
instrument is constructed rigidly
and welded at the joints so that
it becomes a single compact unit.
The back and front panels, the
key piece and neck are made of a
light, strong, aluminum alloy.
The scroll is made of two die
castings welded to an extension
of the key section. Every part is
finished to extremely accurate
tolerances, as the slightest maladjustment might easily result in a
serious impairment of tone.
The finishing process is very
important. In this process all the
metallic ring is deadened and
eliminated. Several successive
layers of enamel are sprayed on
and baked at high temperatures.
A graining operation to give the
violin the appearance of wood is
then applied. Three coats of
varnish are added and each given
a burning. The bottom panel and
the sides are hand rubbed and
grained. The final step includes a
pumice ground finish with a
heavy oil polish.
Who knows! Probably some
future Paganini or Kreisler will
enchant his audiences playing a
metallic violin,

Sensitized Paper
(Continued from Page 11)

process consists of exposing the
paper to an artificial light for a
stated length of time. This period
of time will vary somewhat with
different grades and types of
paper, but it may be determined
in the following way: a piece of
unexposed paper is completely
submerged, emulsion side up, in a
tray of fresh developer, and the
white or artificial light is turned
on ; the paper is then watched
closely to determine the number
of seconds required for the first
silver to be reduced, as evidenced
by a slight darkening of the surface of the paper. This period of
time, minus one or two seconds
(preferably two seconds) will be
the proper length of pre-exposure
for the paper. I have never tried
the NH4OH method, but I understand that it is also tremendously
effective in reducing the period of
exposure ; the same, no doubt,
(Continued on Page 23)
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Campus
Activities
Edited by J. A. Ritter, m., '34
Military Ball
HE peak of the social season
of Rose was reached Friday
evening, December 9, when
the Tau Nu Tau fraternity
gave their annual pledge dance,
the Military Ball. Music was
furnished by Louis Panico and
his orchestra of Chicago. The
Terre Haute Country Club, where
the Ball was held, was fittingly
decorated in company flags and
paper bunting. There was a good
attendance.
Before the dance a banquet was
held for the advanced military
students, all members or pledges
of Tau Nu Tau, and anyone else
who cared to go.

T

ford, but as yet no definite date
has been set.
The student members of the
A.S.M.E. at Rose have been regularly receiving copies of "Mechanical Engineering", magazine publication of the National A.S.M.E.,
and during the past month membership pins were sent to each
member.

A. S. C. E.

As had been promised at the
November meeting, Mr. J. T.
Hallett, Assistant Chief Engineer,
Indiana State Highway Commission, who is a graduate of Rose,
class of 1914, spoke at the student
chapter meeting Wednesday, December 7. Mr. Hallett is also
member for the local stucontact
A. S. M. E.
dent branch with the national
On Tuesday. December 6, the organization.
meeting of the A.S.M.E. was held
He gave an interesting talk,
in the assembly room at 12:40. illustrated by slides, upon the
Following out their plan of hav- construction of concrete highing the students themselves pre- ways across peat marshes in the
sent the programs, Mr. Skinner, northern part of this state. Much
who was in charge of this meet- progress has been made along
ing, had arranged to have films this line in recent years and all
consisting of two reels shown steps were explained fully.
illustrating the latest type of pipe
Mr. Hallett also discussed
welding. He also gave a short briefly reinforced concrete highspeech concerning the different way construction. This is the lattypes of welding, the processes est improvement and tends to
necessary for the production of lesson the cracking of pavement
materials used, and methods of through contraction and expandistribution. The films were sent sion in cold and warm weather.
to Rose through the courtesy of
Without doubt this was one of
the Linde Oxygen Company of the best programs arranged for
New York.
presentation to the club this year
At the present time a trip is and proved to be very interesting
being planned for inspection to everyone.
The A.S.C.E. is contemplating
through the quarries around Bed-
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the showing of moving pictures
of steel rails at the January meeting if plans can be completed.

A. I. E. E.
This club held its second meeting of the first semester on Monday, December 12, at which two
Institute members and twentyseven students were present. At
this time two papers were presented. Mr. Philips spoke upon
the Electrical Industry and pointed out the tremendous importance
of electricity in our modern economic life. Mr. Brown took for
his subject The Public Utility
Dollar, explaining where it comes
from and how it is spent, illustrating his talk by graphs based
upon statistics compiled from
true working conditions.
The A.I.E.E. expects to hold its
next meeting early in January.

A. S. M. E.
National Convention
The annual convention was held
at New York City, December 5
to 9. Several noted speakers
were present and subjects of interest to mechanical engineers
were discussed. This is of special
interest to Rose as President
Prentice was appointed chairman
of the Committee of Relations
with Colleges. During the past
five years he has been a member
of this committee which deals
with 108 student branch chapters
of the A.S.M.E.
While in New York Dr. Pren(Continued on Page 26)
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Fraternities

Alpha Chi Sigma
Tuesday evening, December
13, the local chapter of Alpha Chi
Sigma witnessed
a program of
sound pictures,
presented to them
by Howard Stadermann, electrical at Rose. Two reels dealing
with the subject of sulphur,
loaned by the United States Bureau of Mines, depicted the extraction, methods of collecting,
purifying, and finally the part
that this chemical element plays
in everyday life at the present
time. Also several reels were on
the United States Navy, showing
training camp, and work in air
and on sea. To diversify this program a cartoon was shown. This
presentation was arranged by
Mr. Toner who stated that the
fraternity expects to have a
similar program next semester.
Sunday December 11 the local
chapter celebrated the 30th anniversary of the founding of Alpha
Chi Sigma with a dinner at the
Elk's Club. The local chapter was
one of forty-eight which celebrated this anniversary.

Evans, Don Spangenburg, Max
White, Cliff Pratt, and Tom Reed
were around the house. The holidays also brought the annual
Christmas formal at the Terre
Haute House on December 16.
Election of officers for the remaining half of the year resulted
as follows: John Phelps, president; James G. Brown, vicepresident; Logan Gillett, treasurer, and Gene Zwerner, secretary.
1933 promises to be a great
year for Gamma Gamma as the
house has been entirely refinished
inside and out since last June.
With the largest active chapter
on the campus, Alpha Tau Omega
will hold its place.

Sigma Nu

Beta Upsilon of
Sigma Nu is
pleased t o a nnounce the formal initiation of
Robert Bern d,
John Mattingly,
John Ritter, and Arthur Wood at
a formal initiation service held at
the chapter house on Sunday,
Alpha Tau Omega
December 12. It is our hope that
There were these men, all of them upper
many of the alum- classmen, will continue to bring
ni and former honor upon the name of
Sigma
members of Gam- Nu.
ma Gamma i n
Sigma Nu also notes that JackTerre Haute for
the holidays. Lt. son Landenberger was chosen
Leonard Br uc e, Midshipman captain of the 1933 football seaCharles Hutchins, John Rock- son at a recent meeting of the
wood, Jake Cushman, Orville Rose lettermen.
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Theta Xi
Celebrating
Christmas in a
fitting manner,
Kappa of Theta
Xi gave its annual Christmas
dance at th e,
Terre Haute
House Ballroom, December 15.
The committee in charge is to be
complimented on the success of
the dance. The ballroom was very
beautifully decorated with the
fraternity- colors. Music for the
dance was furnished by the Tennis-Keller Orchestra. Guests for
the occasion were Dr. and Mrs.
Donald B. Prentice ; Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Gray ; Merrill Bradfield,
N. C. Blair, and James Cantwell.

Tau Nu Tau
One of the most colorful and outstanding
events of the season
was the Fourth Annual
Military Ball which was
held at the Terre Haute
Country Club.
Preceding the ball a
dinner was served at the club and
a string ensemble played a program of music during the dinner.
The tables were beautifully decorated with a bowl of white chrysanthemums, red carnations, and
red and white lighted tapers.
The ballroom was exceptionally
well decorated with military
flags, colors, and standards.
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SPORTS
Edited 6y Harry Richardson, m., '35

and the second of eight teams.
The plan is to pick the three best
teams out of each league, after
several games have been played
by each team, and to form a third
and championship league, as was
done during last spring's baseball
season.
Ten games have already been
played, and, although the brand
of ball displayed isn't always of
the best, the games have been
keenly contested. There are several outfits that your editor has
spotted as "hot", and although I
wouldn't dare mention any particular team in these columns at
the present time, they all think
they know which I mean, and are
patting themselves on the back.
The student body, or should I
say
student basketeers, are dividnow
is
interest
OSE athletic
in
this arrangement:
ed
basketthe
upon
centered
inof
Because
season.
ball
National League
sufficient funds, the usual
Team
W L Pct.
intercollegiate season has been
0 1.000
A
1
Mechanical
given up, and a full and interest2
0
1.000
A
Chemical
basketing season of intramural
0
1.000
1
B
Civil
interThe
ball is now in progress.
0.000
0
2
B
Electrical
runs
body
student
est among the
0 1 0.000
high, and, judging from the suc- Chemical C
0 2 0.000
D
Civil
this
Iports
intramural
cess of the
1 0 1.000
D
Mechanical
last spring, lively competition will
be greatly in evidence.
American League
The members of the student
Team
L Pct.
body were requested to sign their Mechanical B
1 0 1.000
names to a sheet if they had any Civil C
2 0 1.000
desire to play. This sheet was Chemical B
1 0 1.000
divided into four sections repre- Mechanical C
1 0 1.000
senting the four different depart- Civil A
0
1 0.000
ments of the school. These names Electrical A
0
1 0.000
were put in a hat, section at a Chemical D
1 0.000
0
time, and four teams were drawn Electrical C
2
0.000
0
out of each section with the exception of the electrical section, Football Awards Made
which had only enough for three
Rose awarded sweaters to the
teams. These teams were put into
following
football men at a meetLeague,
National
two leagues, the
on
ing
Dec.
16, 1932.
the
League,
American
and the
Hylto n,
Gillette
(Capt'n.),
teams,
seven
of
consisting
first
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Bradfield, and DeWitt, ends;
Grogan, Richardson, Morrison,
and Modesitt, tackles; Lowther,
and McCullough, guards; Landenberger and Cavanuagh, centers ;
Hilgeman, Reinking, Campbell,
and Forte, halves; Creedon and
Wienbrecht, quarterbacks ; and
Detrick and Hufford, fullbacks.
These men are now sporting
their new sweaters and are strutting around the school with them.
The awarding of sweaters is
always a rather joyous occasion,
but it is just as regularly marred
by the fact that a number of the
recipients have played their last
game of ball for Rose. Gillette,
Hylton, Bradfield, Grogan, Morrison, Lowther, Hilgeman, Reinking, Creedon, Weinbrecht, Detrick, and Phelps, Senior manager
who also received a sweater, have
played their last game for Rose
and will be greatly missed in the
course of the next season. We
can only wish them the best of
luck in their future work, and
thank them for the services that
they have given to Rose.
The other part of the football
squad, the men who didn't get
any of the public glory and who
didn't get any awards, can take
it from this department that they
had as much to do with the successful season of the 1932 Rose
Football Team as anybody else
did. These fellows take all the
knocks and bumps that a football
season contains, and then sometimes never even get in a game,
which makes the knocks all the
harder to take. The Technic, the
student body, and the rest of the
football squad wish to thank you
men for your efforts and competition of the past season, and we
hope that you will not become
discouraged, but will be out there
fighting again next year.
The Rose Technic

edge of the upper atmosphere is
quite necessary. Since the atmosphere is very rare at a distance
(Continued from Page 6)
of 50 to 100 miles above the
pick a pair of curves of the same earth's surface, one can readily
type (that is of the same period comprehend that it is in a state
of season) and if the distance is of high ionization, in which the
between the two curves one air molecules are broken up into
should hear the transmitted sig- their component parts as molenal. Thus under the conditions cules of highly ionized air collide
mentioned a 30-meter wave with one another ; the resulting
should be reliable at all times to free electrons do not recombine
70 miles. From 70 to 400 miles again with the molecules as easily
its daylight performance prob- as at the lower levels of the atmoably will be uncertain, while from sphere where the molecules are
400 miles on, it will decrease much closer together. Electrons
gradually in volume or intensity shot out from the sun collide with
until at 4600 miles it again will molecules of air and aid the probe below 10 microvolts per meter. cess of ionization ; therefore, it
There are, of course, numerous is evident that more ionization
exceptions where one does hear exists on that side of the earth
the signal when it should be ab- which is exposed to the direct
sent. This fact is due to other rays of the sun, and it also folvariations in atmospheric condi- lows that there must be much
tions that are discussed later. more ionization of the atmosphere
These curves are drawn from in the day time than at night.
data compiled by A. H. Taylor of This would indicate that the
the United States Naval Re- height of the Kennelly-Heaviside
search Laboratory, who coordi- layer varies with the amount
or
nated the data of observers from degree of ionization.
The layer
all over the world.
is closest to the crust of the earth
at
period of greatest ionizaMultiple Reflections Possible tionthe
and is highest when the least
Up to this period of discussion, ionized. This explains, in part,
single reflection or refraction of the variation in reception between
the sky wave was considered. The day and night radio reception.
effect of ten or more reflections The higher ionized layer allows
over a period 12,500 miles and a greater angle of reflection and
the variations in volume intensity the resultant skip distance is
for each successive refraction are greater. There also exist seasonal
interesting to note. A chart show- variations in the ionization of
ing the effect of multiple reflec- the atmosphere due to the angle
tions and the variation of signal of radiation and proximity of the
strength with distance is illus- sun with respect to the earth.
trated qualitatively in Figure 4.
Since a transmitter sends out
In order to understand these both a ground wave and a sky
additional variations, a knowl- wave, it is possible to have a receiver so located that
&STANCE iN II/LES
both ground and sky
: 2 R88§6 6
9-248 :.;_t P..
R 4 23,
i .°, i ,?-..iii ..,g ......,,..a.:69.i!AP° *ri
waves are intercept..........,.,.
,........
....,
M=1111111•11111=111111•1111111111111111MMEINII111111111MIMUMIIIM=M111111111111111 ed.
IIIIIIIIIMINEIMINIIIIIIIIIIIMMEM111111N1 3 NIIIIMIIIIMI`=mosimmoomi
In a case like this,
7
1111111111MIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIII 1111111111.11;111•111111111111.11111111M
111111E1111111111111111MINIMIIIIIIMILIMM111111111111
there
is very likely
umminsommumnimmilmsimmino
to
be
"fading",
since
11111111 lilild1111111111111
1111111111
any passing clouds or
1\11111
IIIIIN filli1E111171111
electrical distur bsuuncirinfilinfluire
mini
ances may diminish
111111
11111H1 MI i i 11111111in
the intesity of the
;
REFLEcnoNs FRoM
received signal from
SK/P &STANCE
:2
either of the com7,
REFLECT/ONS FROM
ponet waves reaching
TANGENT RAr Focus
the receiver. For example, if both the
Fig. 4 Calculated signal strength at various distances From
a 20 meter transmission on a summer day.
ground and reflected

The Kennelly-Heaviside
Layer
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waves are of the usual intensity, the received signal will
suddenly "fade", and when the
disturbance is removed the original intensity will be restored.
Experimentally it has been found
that the variations in height of
the Kennelly-Heaviside stratum
have been known to vary from
25 to 50 miles in a very short
period of time. This extreme and
sudden variation in height accounts for pronounced fading.
Fading can also occur if only one
of the component waves reaching
the receiver is suddenly affected
by the change in ionization due
to the setting or rising of the sun.
Reception for this reason is usually not consistent at these periods. Another variation is the
so-called eleven year period of sun
spot activity in which a certain
portion of the surface of the sun
is obscured by violent eruptions.
This causes a decrease in ionization about the earth and results
in better radio reception. It is
interesting to note that the year
1933 is to be a year of maximum
number of sunspots.

Single Frequencies
Inadequate
The radio engineer is always
confronted with the problem of
selecting the most suitable frequency for any particular type of
service. It is found in general
that no one frequency will give
commercial dependability for
twenty-four hour service and that
two or more frequencies must be
available im order to overcome
certain disturbing conditions due
to variations in the KennellyHeaviside layer. The modern
transatlantic telephone is an example of this necessity of additional frequencies, for the American operator has five different
frequencies at his disposal from
which to choose for that particular period of transmission. Airway companies in America use
two frequencies, while ships at
sea use three or more frequencies
in order to insure communication
reliability.
In conclusion it may be said
that the application and develop(Continued on Page 22)
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Kennelly-Heaviside Layer
(Continued from Page 21)

ment of the present short wave
communication field is the result
of having used engineering methods in obtaining and coordinating
data and then applying the known
facts to commercial enterprises.
It is even more necessary for the
future radio engineer to know
thoroughly the conditions of radio
wave propagation in order to
build and operate commercial
radio services.

High Pressure - High
Temperature Technology
(Continued from Page 9)

papers have been published on
such subjects as: Methanol and
higher alcohol synthesis, reactions of aromatic compounds
under pressure, decomposition of
benzene into carbon and hydrogen, the diffusion rate of hydrogen through palladium under
varying conditions, the viscosity
of gases under high pressures,
the vapor pressures of the lower
aliphatic hYdrocarbons, the effect
of pressure and temperature upon
the explosive limits of methaneoxygen mixtures, the solubility of
gases in liquids, and the absorption of gases on charcoal under
pressure.

Government Aids Research
The pioneer of high-pressure
research in the, United States is
the Fixed Nitrogen Research
Laboratory of the Bureau of Soils
and Chemistry. This laboratory
has developed one of the best
known catalysts for synthetic
ammonia production, and has collected data on the compressibility
of nitrogen, hydrogen, mixtures
of the two gases, CO, and helium.
This laboratory has had a great
deal of influence on industry, not
only because of the actual data
collected, but also because of the
fact that it has trained many men
for industrial work. Practically all
successful high-pressure plants
now in operation employ at least
one man from the Fixed Nitrogen
Research Laboratory.
The research carried on at the
Pittsburgh Experiment Station of
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stress exhibits different (and usually accelerated) corrosion tendencies from an unstressed sample. It is also known that the longtime ultimate tensile strength of
steel, reached after about 300
hours, is frequently only half the
short-time strength.
Fabrication is best done from
hot metal. Excessive strains must
be equalized and removed from
the completed vessel by reheating.
Forging in a single piece, welding,
and riveting are all methods employed in fabrication, and each
has its advantages. The chief
thing is to produce a vessel with
no weak spots. Incidentally, single
forgings weighing 200 tons and
capable of withstanding pressures
of 1000 lbs. sq. in. are now on the
market.
Most of the testing on pressure
equipment is done on a laboratory
scale because of the high cost of
testing full-size vessels to failure.
The latter method, however, is
the only certain and final one, and
must be carried out occasionally.
Periodic "proof testing" of equipment in service is likewise essential. On the other hand, fatigue
Mechanical Details Important tests are unnecessary, because the
stresses never vary to any great
The design, materials, fabrica- extent under actual operating
tion, and testing of pressure conditions.
vessels should be mentioned briefly here. Anyone who has been Features of Construction
close to high-pressure equipment
Summarized
appreciates the importance of
The important points in the
these factors.
of high-pressure
construction
Of course, a thick-walled vessel
be summarized
may
equipment
must be used for high-pressure
:
as
follows
itwork. Since this cannot adjust
(1). Equalization of stresses.
self to pressure as a thin-walled
vessel can, the stresses resulting
(2). Careful selection of mafrom pressure must be taken up terials, with emphasis on properentirely by the metal. Certain ties under operating conditions.
formulae have been worked out
(3). Fabrication methods
for ratios of wall thickness to in- which insure homogeneity.
side radius to permit adequate
(4). Adequate testing—laborsafety factors, but the questions atory, full-scale, and "proof testof head design and the reenforce- ing" in service.
ment of openings must be settled
There are now 25 or 30 highby actual tests.
pressure plants in the United
operating at pressures
States,
The materials entering into
to 15,000 lbs. sq. in.
3000
from
'e
construction, usually nick
plants are located in
largest
The
steels,
chromium or chromium
and Belle, West
Va.,
Hopewell,
of
requirements
must meet rigid
chemical composition, physical Va., near coal, the source of hyproperties at working conditions, drogen. Other plants, located at
corrosion resistance, and long- Niagara Falls, Midland, Mich.,
time service conditions. It has and Windsor, Ont., utilize bybeen found that metal under product hydrogen from electrolythe Bureau of Mines is concerned
especially with the utilization of
coal. The synthesis of hydrocarbons, alcohols, and other possible
motor fuels, and the investigation
of catalysts and equilibrium conditions have been the chief problems under consideration. Of interest is one fact discovered at
this station—a 2:1 mixture of
hydrogen and CO when passed
over a catalyst of copper and
chromium oxides yields both
CH3OH and CH3 OCH3.
The use of high pressures and
high temperatures in carrying ou t
chemical reactions has given rise
to many problems not in the category of chemical engineering.
For instance, pumps are required
to deliver gases at pressures unheard of ten years ago, and pipes,
reaction chambers, and valves are
required to withstand those pressures. In certain cases, special
refractories have been necessary
to resist high temperatures and
in almost all cases special alloy
steels have been required to resist
not only temperature and pressure, but also corrosion.
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utilizing high-pressure technology
may be mentioned the Atmospheric Nitrogen Corp., the Du
Pont Ammonia Corp., the Commercial Solvents Corp., the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corp.,
the Mathison Alkali Works, and
the Standard Oil Co. of New
Jersey.

New Technology Significant
In view of the tremendous and
rapid development of high-pressure, high-temperature technology, we may well ask "What
next?" According to Dr. Norman
W. Krase of the University of
Illinois, a noted authority on the
subject, the prospects are bright.
We may expect the synthesis of
alcohols, acids, aldehydes, and
other aliphatic compounds very
soon (some, indeed, are already
facts), and, later on, the synthesis
of aromatic compounds (some of
which are produced now in the
hydrogenation of petroleum). We
may expect improvements in unit
processes—as, for instance, extraction—through the use of high
pressures. And there is an interesting possibility of producing
hydrogen for pressure-synthesis
from the electrolysis of water
under pressure.
The most important effect of
high-pressure and temperature
technology has been to change
the view-point of the chemical
engineer and to broaden his field
of action. By opening up to him
an entirely new method of procedure, it has released him forever from the bonds of old-fashioned methods. The predictions of
Dr. Krase are doubtless conservative. Chemical engineering has received new impetus and vitality
and is bound to keep on expanding.

A Pilgrimage to Glaston6ury
(Continued from Page 7)

great central tower are all of the
Abbey itself that remains standing above the ground level.
Beyond the west portal there
remains much of the "Lady Chapel" or St. Mary's chapel which preceded the present abbey and marks
the original church site. The greater part of this is early Norman of
the eleventh century.
And even in the morning sunlight this is a place for ghosts. Ecclesiastical tradition is notoriously unreliable, but tradition says
the first church, of wattles, was
built A. D.69 by Joseph of Arimathea who brought the Grail to Britain. Certain it is that the Roman
hierarchy in the Middle Ages officially ruled that this was the oldest church in Europe. Very likely
it was the first European church
above ground. Certain it is also
that during the Roman occupation, Augustine found here a
Christian church in existence in
about the third century ; I am not
so good on Augustine's history.
After the Romans left England
this church was maintained by the
Britains and St. Dunstan, who is
historic, was its head and rebuilt
it. Fragmants of his foundations
have been excavated.
The engineer's patron, St. Patrick, studied here and Glaston-

HEINL'S
We can take good care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th St.
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Sensitized Paper
(Continued from Page 17)

holds true for heat treatment. In
some instances where it is necessary to photograph an extremely
rapidly moving object, such as a
bullet in flight, and where, consequently, the period of exposure
may not be over 1/60,000 second,
all three of the above named
methods are resorted to in order
to render the film (a super-sensitive panchromatic type) sensitive
enough for such an extremely
short exposure.
(Continued on Page 25)
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Bowles & Stafford
"Rebuilders of Shoes"
108 North Seventh St.
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We reproduce tracings,
plans, blue prints, drawings,
sketches — in fact anything
drawn, typed or printed.

The secret of success is constancy to purpose.—Benjamin
Disraeli.
As the power and speed or
machinery have been increased,
it has been found that steel
blades (like those in turbines)
are snapped off by resonant
vibration with no more force
than a man can exert with one
finger.

tic alkali manufacturing processes. Among the larger companies
bury was the Isle of Avalon to
which the three queens brought
the dying Arthur who was buried
under the altar of the church of
his time. His coffin has been found,
if you believe tradition, and who
would not in such a place?
There is also a supposedly well
authenticated case of "spirit writing" in 1920 or 1921 which revealed the foundation of an unsuspected chapel under a tree grown
hillside. And at Glastonbury one
can believe everything. And then
came the servants of Henry of the
multiplicity of wives and wrecked
the ancient fane and hanged the
last abbot on Glastonbury Tor.

PHOTOSTATS
Are economical faithful
reproductions of your originals. Write for prices.
Service by Mail

Terre Haute Engraving Co.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Our Copying
Equipment

--

Engravings for all
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Spontaneous
Effervescence
Edited 6y -oseph H. DeWitt, e.,'35

"Tell me, pal, are you peeved
John: "Do you wear suspendRitter, gazing at the sunset:
those two girls ditched
because
ers?"
hungry—
me
makes
that
"Gee
saw those tatoo picthey
supwhen
I
us
Henry:"No. Why should
makes me think of salmon."
arm?"
my
on
did
tures
never
port my pants? They
"Yes, darn your hide."
for me?"
anything
readseen
when
Bus Lowther
Film Fun
ing a letter from his girl was
Girl,"
That
Kiss
If
I
Did
"Why
asked: "What salutations does
"I hear Gladys is playing the
is a two step, and "Down in Old
she use?"
waltz, what is races."
Lowther: "Hey, you can't talk Indiana," is a
"Yes, every one of her boy
in
Indiana?"
Old
"Bread
nice
a
about her that way, she is
is of different nationalfriends
a
loaf.
Ten cents
girl."
ity."
Traveler: "Do you call this a
Train Robber: "Hands up fast train?"
"The whisky we had last night
everybody, I'm going to kill all
: "Yes, sir."
Conductor
made in 1900."
was
the men without money, and kiss
Traveler: "Do you mind if I
"Minutes or seconds?"
all the women."
get off and see what it is fast
Minister in the aisle: "Stop! to?"
"Why are men's eyes like sparYou shall not harm these ladies."
Lampoon
rows?"
Old maid in upper berth:"You
"Because they flit from limb
mind your own business, sir, he's
to
limb."
was
Doctor: "My last patient
robbing the train."
cooking."
killed by his wife's
"What kind of a dress did Hazel
Nurse: "Goodness! How did
whiskcat's
the
be
Any cat can
wear at the party ?"
that
happen?"
ers but it takes a Tom cat to be
"I think it was checked."
Doctor: "Well he went home,
a cat's paw.
"What kind of a party was it?"
found her cooking for the first
and the shock was fatal."
Mistress: "Mary, you were en- time,
A recent interview in the Civil
tertaining a man in the kitchen
folks
lab
you
disclosed the fact that in a
tell
"I dropped in to
last night, weren't you?"
recipe
certain
nearby city the aldermen
liquor
your
that I followed
Maid: "Thank you, ma'am,
until
were
mistake
their heads together
putting
a
made
never
and
that's not for me to say, but I did
to build a concrete road.
the very end."
my best."
"Er—you mean you made a
in ageing it?"
mistake
Big Shot presenting gun to one
Wife: "What time did you get
"No, I mean I made a mistake of his gangsters: "Listen angelin?"
in drinking the blamed stuff."
face, you've done a lotta swell
Husband: "A quarter of
woik lately, an' to show youse me
twelve."
n, here's a liddle presappreciatio
SPEAKS
GANGSTER
THE
strike
clock
Wife: "I heard the
ya."
fer
ent
getchildren
your
are
"How
three."
Ganster, receiving a new gun:
Husband: "Well, isn't that a ting along ?"
a
tanks, boss. It's justa ting
be
"Chee
to
wants
Tony
fine.
"Oh,
twelve?"
quarter of
racketeer, and Molly wants to be I wuz prayin' fer."
"Why do all the girls in the a chorus girl."
"What's your name?"
"But what happened to Al?"
House of David wear wrist
He
"Isadore Patrick Goldstein."
him.
"Oh, we had to kill
watches?"
the Patrick for?"
"What's
man."
college
"Because they have lost their wanted to be a
n."
"Protectio
Wampus.
Cal.
Southern
Big Ben."
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used if daylight or a strong artificial light is available, and the
(Continued from Page 23)
latter where only a comparatively
Bromide paper as a substitute weak source of illumination (say
for film presents many of the 60 to 200 watts) can be secured.
problems mentioned in connection Providing a good paper negative
with Azo, but the greater sensi- has been secured, this last method
tivity of the emulsion renders it of re-production will yield prints
far superior to the former, when of as excellent quality as if they
the length of exposure must be a had been produced from the ordiminimum. In general, the speed nary celluloid or glass negative.
of bromide paper is approxomately the same as that of lantern
What Railroads are Doing
slide plates, or, in other words,
(Continued from Page 10)
bromide is about half as fast as
regular Kodak film. A view that requires their best thought is that
would require 1/25 second ex- of meeting the changing demands
posure with ordinary film would improvements and new methods.
require about 1/10 second with In other words they are pioneers
bromide paper. In regard to in- to no less an extent than were the
creasing the sensitivity of the men who opened this huge new
emulsion, the same general prin- country by transportation.
During this depression the aciples mentioned in connection
with the contact paper will hold mounts of physical property used
true, but greater care must be up in service and by the action of
exercised to avoid over-timing the elements has greatly exceeded
the amount replaced. Also the
during the pre-exposure.
number of men employed by the
railroads has been greatly reducPrinting Presents Problem
ed. With both property and perNow that we have considered
sonnel at low ebb the opportunthe making of a paper negative,
i ty for new men in this field of enthe next problem is that of utildeavor is better than during times
izing it in securing the final print.
of greater prosperity for the
Two main methods present themreason that when business inselves for our consideration—concreases the organization will be
tact printing, and re-photographexpanded to replace and improve
ing. In the first procedure, a paper
the physical property and to take
negative is placed in contact with
care of the increased business
an unexposed piece of Azo, the which
will result in more rapid
emulsion side of the sheets topromotion for the men who have
gether, and the print is secured in
proved themselves capable of acthe ordinary manner. It, however,
cepting greater responsibilities.
usually shows a grainy surface
because of the grain in the paper
negative. This defect may 13:i Opportunities Plentiful
overcome to a considerable extent
There is no lack of opportunity
by first immersing the negative for original thought on a railroad.
in an oil bath (preferably a color- An enormous amount of physical
less and odorless mineral oil) and property is constantly reaching
then allowing it to dry. This will the stage at which replacement is
produce a semi-transparency that necessary. This affords splendid
will show very little grain on the opportunity for developing imfinal print. The second method proved items of property for rementioned above (re-photograph- placing those worn out and for
ing) is much simpler and produc- testing the improved devices in
tive of better results. The proce- service.
dure is essentially that of photoAnother problem which is congraphing any close object with a stantly before railroad men and
camera having either a long bel- of transportation. A comparalows extension or a supplement- tively short time ago there was a
ary lens for copying. The print demand for considerable volume
may be made on either Azo or of local service. This local serbromide paper, the former being
(Continued on Page 26)

Sensitized Paper
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What Railroads are Doing
(Continued from Page 25)

Columbian Laundry
Company
•
"The
Soft Water
Laundry"

•
Telephone C-1301
1112 Wabash Avenue.
We use Ivory Soap
exclusively
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SHOES
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Best There is in Shoe
Making and the Price is
Right in Every Instance.

•
CHENEY'S
Walk Over
Boot Shop
659
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Wabash Avenue

vice is now provided to a large extent by motor trucks and busses.
As a result a large amount of
trackage and other facilities for
handling local business has become obsolete and should be salvaged. This includes a large mileage of branch lines, freight and
passenger stations, shop facilities,
etc., formerly useful and necessary for the handling of local
business. The removal of this
property, now little used would
save the railway companies large
sums of money by reducing their
expenditures for operation and
maintenance. The further development and progress of the
world will no doubt result in
changes in the kinds of service required from the railroads. Their
managements should be prepared
and free to promptly meet these
changing demands. This gives
further opportunity for thought.
Contrary to popular belief the
railroads are not fully developed.
They are still useful instruments
of commerce. It has been estimated that the railroads are called
upon to handle about 75 per cent
of the total transportation requirements of the nation.
American railroads are NOT
dying institutions. It would seem
that the opportunity for the young
engineer in this field is even greater now than during periods of
greater prosperity.

Penton Co. 1922, and of some
forty-odd technical papers, presented chiefly before the A.S.S.T..
A.F.A., and A.I.M.M.E. These
also include, by invitation, papers
presented (in absentia) before
the French and Belgian Foundry
Associations, The Checkoslovakian Engineering Society, and the
World Engineering Congress in
Tokyo. He is the author of the
section on malleable in the 1933
Metals Handbook and in ABC of
Iron and Steel, and a joint author of Symposium on Malleable
Cast Iron of A.F.A. and A.S.T.M.

Campus Activities
(Continued from Page 18)

tice spoke before the Rose Tech
Club.
An avenue of elm trees has been
started along the front walk of
the school. Lately twenty-one elm
trees and three other trees have
been set out along this walk. At
the sun dial where the pavement
is wider, a group of shrubs has
been placed, and another group
has been planted at the end of the
walk near the National road.

Debate

For the past three months
potential debaters have been
practicing their speeches for
trials. On December 14 at the
dormitory Professors Bloxsome
and Gantz were judges at these
trials. From a large group the
folowing men were tentatively
selected to be Rose's debate team:
Harry Adolph Schwartz
affirmative, Messrs. Sentman,
Toner, and Ketchum ; negative,
(Continued from Page 15)
Messrs.
McGurk, Rosenak, and
land section), A.C.S. (helped orSkinner.
ganize Indiana section and served
three years as its first secretary),
A.S.T.M. (new chairman of Christmas Parties
Cleveland regional committee and
On Saturday, December 10th
a member of Committees E4 and the faculty held their annual
A7), A.F.A. (life member and Christmas party and banquet at
chairman of the committee on the Rose Dormitory. At the
specification of malleable cast turkey dinner each one present
iron. He was awarded the Penton received a Christmas gift from
Medal of the A.F.A. in 1930. He an anonymous giver presumed to
is also a member of the British be more or less fitting and approIron and Steel Institute. He priate for the recipient. Then the
served on the metallurgical ad- professors, their wives and their
visory committee for the coming sons and daughters indulged
themselves in the playing of
World's Fair.
Mr. Schwartz is author of cards, bridge, new market, and
American Malleable Cast Iron, what not.
The Rose Technic
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The shot ACTUALLY heard
round the jiyo,xv

0,
.

"By the rude bridge that arched
the flood,
Their flag to April's breeze unfurl'd;
Here once the embattid farmers
stood,
And fired the shot heard round
the world.''

•

•
•

•

EMERSON

N the one hundred and fifty-seventh anniversary of the Battle of

O

Concord, a shot was actually heard round the world. Fired from
a musket that was used in that battle, it was broadcast round the world
from General Electric's short-wave radio station.
The sound of the shot made the 24,000-mile loop in one-eighth of a second, and on its return was loud enough to bc rebroadcast over the longer
waves of station WGY.To do this, the sound was sent out from station
W2XAD, on 19.56 meters, to Holland, where it was relayed to Java,
which in turn rebroadcast it to Australia, where it was relayed back
to Schenectady, being received on 28.5 meters. The fact that the shot
was sent out on 19 meters and returned on 28 meters is proof that it
completely circled the world.
This dramatization of Emerson's lines was made possible because of
research and developments in thc electrical industry — developments
that are largely the work of college-trained engineers. They arc leading
the way to even greater progress and are helping to maintain General
Electric's leadership in the electrical industry.
95-952DH

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

